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VOTING SUMMARY - SECY-02-0199

RECORDED VOTES

NOT
APRVD DISAPRVD ABSTAIN PARTICIP COMMENTS DATE

CHRM. DIAZ x x X 4/23/03

COMR. DICUS

COMR. McGAFFIGAN

COMR. MERRIFIELD

x x X 3/28/03

x x X 4/22/03

x x X 4/7/03

COMMENT RESOLUTION

In their vote sheets, all Commissioners approved in and disapproved in part and provided some
additional comments. Subsequently, the comments of the Commission were incorporated into
the guidance to staff as reflected in the SRM issued on May 7, 2003.



NOTATION VOTE

RESPONSE SHEET

TO: Annette Vietti-Cook, Secretary

FROM: COMMISSIONER DIAZ

SUBJECT: SECY-02-0199 - DENIAL OF PETITION FOR RULEMAKING
TO USE INFORMATION FROM PRIOR LICENSING ACTIONS
AS RESOLVED INFORMATION FOR EARLY SITE PERMIT
AND COMBINED LICENSE APPLICATIONS (PRM-52-1)

in part in part

Approved Disapproved xx p Abstain

Not Participating

COMMENTS:
I approve the staff's proposal to deny the Petition for Rulemaking. I note that an applicant for an early
site permit or combined license may already incorporate by reference previously-filed information and
that the staff's proposed revisions to Part 52 would make this more clear. Based on the staff's analysis,
it also is not clear that the proposal set forth in the petition would produce actual efficiencies that would
justify the costs and complexities of granting the petition. However, I disapprove the proposed Fdderal
Register notice as drafted. As suggested by my fellow Commissioners, the staff should revise the notice
to reduce or eliminate repetitive discussion and to expound on the practical efficiencies that may occur
through incorporation of previously-filed information or reference in some instances to prior adjudicatory
determinations.

SIGNAT

DATE

Entered on "STARS" Yes . No



NOTATION VOTE

RESPONSE SHEET

TO: Annette Vietti-Cook, Secretary

COMMISSIONER DICUSFROM:

SUBJECT: SECY-02-0199 - DENIAL OF PETITION FOR RULEMAKING
TO USE INFORMATION FROM PRIOR LICENSING ACTIONS
AS RESOLVED INFORMATION FOR EARLY SITE PERMIT
AND COMBINED LICENSE APPLICATIONS (PRM-52-1)

In part

Approved x Disapproved x
In part

Abstain

Not Participating

COMMENTS:

See attached comments.
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Comments of Commissioner Dicus on SECY-02-0199

I approve the staff's decision to deny the NEI Rulemaking Petition, but I disapprove
the Federal Register Notice, as currently drafted.

There are several issues that are not adequately addressed in the Federal Register
Notice, as well as some problems with the current language in the Notice. I found
the Federal Register Notice to be unnecessarily repetitive in some sections, and
some discussions that were included in the Notice did not appear to be relevant (or
the relevance was not explained). I have attached edited pages addressing some
of these concerns.

On a more generic basis, the Federal Register Notice is currently focused almost
entirely on the NEI request concerning the scope of the staff's review of an Early
Site Permit application. However, the petition also raises questions concerning the
impact of prior licensing decisions or prior approved programs on NRC hearings.
This aspect of the request needs to be addressed more directly within the Federal
Register Notice. Prior NRC adjudicatory decisions do have some impact on future
adjudications. Prior adjudicatory hearing decisions, particularly concerning
application of the regulations to specific unchanged factual circumstances at a site,
may have precedential value in a future licensing hearing. OGC should assist the V
staff in drafting language that properly describes what precedential value prior
decisions may have on future applications.

For reasons that are not clear, the Federal Register Notice in several places
discusses the NRC authority to take the action NEI requests after the Notice has
rejected the NEI proposal for policy reasons. Having rejected the NEI proposal on
policy grounds, there is no need for these discussions of NRC authority.

The Federal Register Notice would be improved if there were a discussion of the
practical efficiencies that will exist even without the changes requested by NEI.
While the current draft discusses why there may be technical issues for review
even in such seemingly stable areas as geology and meteorology, it does not
acknowledge practical efficiencies that may still exist from having conducted
previous reviews. For example, where a site-wide emergency plan exists, has
been exercised, and reviewed by FEMA and NRC, the staff will be able to more
efficiently review, for future applications involving the same site, many Emergency
Planning issues, such as methods for contacting offsite authorities, siren
notifications of surrounding populations, and potential evacuation routes. Even
without the changes NEI requests, there will be efficiencies when previously
reviewed sites or programs are part of a future application. NRC should not, in
rejecting the NEl proposal, imply that we will ignore all that has gone on before at
that site or with an applicant who is now filing an Early Site Permit application.

It is my view that the Federal Register Notice should be redrafted and resubmitted
to the Commission after consideration of the above comments and attached edits.
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resolved, unless the NRC met the Backfit Rule, (10 CFR 50.109). See proposed §52.16(d).

Regulatory requirements and information incorporated by reference which must be

supplemented under paragraph (b) would be subject to NRC review and approval, and the

Backfit Rule would not apply. A similar approach would be used for environmental information.

See proposed §52.16(c) and (f) [sic].

Incorporation by Reference of Existing Information

Paragraph (a) of petitioner's proposed §52.16 would allow an ESP applicant to

incorporate by reference all or part of the 'current licensing basis" for a site to the extent that it

"pertains to" the siting issues specified in the current §52.17. However, under §50.32,

"Elimination of Repetition," an applicant may incorporate by reference information already filed

with the Commission. This regulatory provision may be used by an ESP applicant to reference

information from existing sources, including the safety analysis report and the environmental

report on the facility which is near the location that the applicant proposes to obtain an ESP.

Although the current Part 52 does not contain a provision that ex licit allows ESP applicants
)L t. @ - IN 

psalm

to take advantage of §50.32, the proposed new §52.5"Vould make the existing general

provisions in Part 50 applicable to the licensing processes in Part 52.2 See p.10 of the Federal

Register Notice attached to SECY-02-0077, dated May 8, 2002. Therefore, the NRC concludes

that the petitioner's proposed §52.16(a) need not be adopted.

21n the draft of the new proposed §52.5, the NRC staff inadvertently omitted §§50.31
and 50.32. The NRC staff plans to include these provisions in the final Federal Register Notice
for the proposed Part 52 update rulemaking.
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Misapplication of 'Current Licensing Basis' Concept and the Backfit Rule

Paragraphs (b) through (f) of proposed §52.16 constitute the heart of petitioners

proposal, viz., resolution of issues in an ESP proceeding. However, the NRC regards the

proposal as a misapplication of the "current licensing basis" concept and the Backfit Rule. The

petitioner's proposal uses the term "current licensing basis" in the context of a site for which a

construction permit or license has been issued. The NRC developed this concept for renewing

nuclear power plant operating licenses under 10 CFR Part 54. The NRC uses the concept to

determine the scope of the NRC safety review necessary to support the NRC's decision to

renew a nuclear power plant's operating license. The NRC limited the scope of the NRC safety

review for license renewal partly because the NRC has already made a licensing finding for the

facility. Furthermore, as part of the Part 54 rulemaking, the NRC completed a comprehensive

examination of NRC's post-licensing regulatory activities and determined that for all facilities the

current licensing bases have been subject to continuing NRC oversight and have been

appropriately updated. Thus, a broad-scope safety review against current requirements is

e un ecessary at license renewal. The renewed license is issued to the same facility

for which the NRC previously granted operating authority, and except for aging management

programs, the operating authority for the facility under the renewed license is identical to the

authority under the previous operating license. By contrast, there is no 'current licensing basis'

for a facility not yet granted a license, even if it is located at a site for which a construction

permit or operating license has been issued to another facility.

More importantly, information for an existing facility, even if updated in accordance with

the NRC's regulatory requirements and oversight activities, may not be applicable from a

technical basis to a new facility to be located on the same site as an existing licensed facility.

-9-
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The NRC considered twoVareas Whiconstitutc a reprsentative-mfieffg-6it-a

_Ad h * addrese to determine if the NRC's findings

on these subjects could be used for a new facility to be constructed at the same site without

substantial change or supplementation, in order to avoid duplicative NRC review and approval.

These areas are geotechnical information and meteorology. Ib R tv-

to
o w er exstn fdi t

'MostWely pplicb~sswhere the ESP is to

bA el'ca on the fan print of a opoozillti~y which was previousIy t a umrucuI
- 1SV-U5; \=t t~e &~ 4 rvc Y\gccV-et Ac

Howeve -In both of these areas-fthe NRC concluded that simple trvkQr

application of the updated information would be insufficient to demonstrate compliance with

regulatory requirements in effect at the time of the'ESP application (which petitioner's proposal

would require, see §52.16(d)), and accordingly there would be little basis for avoiding necessary

NRC review and approval.

In the geotechnical area, the NRC accepted the suitability of the site for construction

and operation of a specific facility design. The NRC's findings were based upon the applicant's

subsurface investigations to obtain the necessary geologic and seismic data; and the

applicant's evaluations of the data to determine the suitability of the site for that facility's reactor

design. Even if the proposed ESP is to be located precisely on the footprint of a previously-

approved facility that has not been constructed, the NRC believes that substantial additional

information must be submitted by the applicant and evaluated by the NRC to demonstrate that

the site is suitable.

The applicant would need to demonstrate and the NRC must find that the data originally

collected to determine the suitability of a specific reactor type to be constructed and operated at

-10-
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a specific location supports the suitability of the site for some as-yet-unspecified design. The

certified designs and contemplated designs provide a range of depths of embedment and

implications for hydrological radionuclide transport. In addition, the applicant needs to

demonstrate atho== le that the data collected more than 20 years ago is still

relevant, given the current knowledge of regional seismic activity, current data collection and

analytical methods, and that the acceptance criteria of the previous licensing action are still

relevant. There have been advances in the knowledge of seismic activity in the United States

and how ground motion propagates from the seismic source to the site, particularly in seismic

source zones such as the New Madrid and the Wabash Valley regions in the Midwest. There

have been changes in the state-of-the-art techniques for performing subsurface investigations,

(e.g., cone penetrometer testing and suspension logging inside one of the deep boreholes

rather than across two boreholes). Furthermore, the reactor site criteria in 10 CFR Part 100

were significantly revised in December 1996. The applicant would have to supplement the

geotechnic information as necessary to meet the current requirements of the revised Part 100.

sapplerm edhe NRC would need to evaluate the geotechnical and seismic information

against the current knowledge of regional seismic activity, the current data collection and

analytical methods, and the current acceptance criteria to make its safety determination against

the revised Part 100. Thus, even in the most favorable case, the NRC believes that substantial

additional information, analyses and evaluation is necessary to determine whether existing

findings on geotechnical data are applicable to a proposed facility which may be constructed on

the same footprint as a previously-approved but unconstructed facility.

-11-



These concerns about teehpi$aI applicability of the data for the existing facility and

review effort would only increase if the ESP was for an alternate location on the site. The

distance between the existing licensed facility (or footprint for a facility that was authorized but

not constructed) and the proposed facility may result'in differences in site suitability. Localized

subsurface faults which were not adequately characterized during the previous licensing action

could bring representativeness of the incorporated geotechnical information into question.

There may be other differences in the characteristics of local subsurface materials (e.g., depth

of bedrock and soil types) between the existing licensed facility (or footprint for a facility that

was authorized but not constructed) and the proposed facility, which may render inapplicable

the original data and findings with respect to geotechnical characteristics (or at least require

substantial supplementation of the original data and findings).

~e,\v~ Vt~'r& alk iAA' ve
In the area of meteorology, has collected data that the NRC previously

determined was sufficiently representative of the meteorological environment for the (then
W.A\ 'rMoe

proposed) facility. While this data has been supplemented to a certain extent by data collected

throughout the period of operation of the facility, the type of data that has been collected in

many cases has been reduced to a limited set necessary to support emergency action

determinations. Also, as a technical matter, data collected to support the original findings may

not be representative of'!meteorological condifions.Vthe proposed site. Localized changes

such as changes in land use, the erection of new structures and the removal of existing

structures, have the capability to significantly alter the previous characterization of the site's

meteorology. These changes in local conditions may not be reflected in the licensing basis for

the plant, inasmuch as they are unnecessary to support emergency action determinations.

Furthermore, the meteorological data previously collected to support the existing facility's

design may be insufficient to characterize the release characteristics unique to the specific

-12-



design (or the envelope of designs) that may be built under the ESP. For example, the NRC

guidance contains different consequence analyses, viz., elevated release versus ground-level

release (and therefore the meteorological data necessary to support such analyses), depending

upon whether the facility is a boiling water reactor or a pressurized wVater reactor. The

application and review effort would only increase if the ESP was for an alternate location on the

site. The distance between the existing licensed facility (or footprint for a facility that was

authorized but not constructed) and the proposed facility may result in sufficient terrain

differences or orientation differences that call into question the applicability of the

meteorological data collected at the existing facility to a facility that may be constructed under

the proposed ESP.

In summary, prior NRC findings with respect to the characteristics of a site and

compliance with then-current regulatory requirements with respect to an existing facility,

updated in accordance with exiting requirements and practices, does not ensure that the data is

sufficiently accurate and comprehensive to support a current ESP siting determination. Thus,

the petitioner's proposal to extend the concept of a 'current licensing basis" in the manner

contemplated by its proposed §52.16 is technically inappropriate.

This is not to s that the NRC is fo osed from adopting ale whichIi cope

of an NRC r of an ESP ion (and, conseque tIyimitthees a hearing on

ESPplication) b on prior NRC regular detern ns and oversht Vities. On

the contra NRC has authority..under Section 161 and 182.a. of tomic Ef

19!4; as amended (AEA),,to~promulgate suchregulations, as wi essed b the C's adoption

of the original ESP-requirements in 10-CFR Part 52 (5, 15372, Apri ,1989), a

requirements for nuclear power plant license renewal in 10 CFR Part 54. The two

-13-



rulemakings r esent different regu approaches for achie s -issue res ution," i.e.,

limiting t e scope of matte ch: (i) an applica address in pplication e NRC

m evaluateand findings ind ide the re ary approand (iii) an

interested ember of the public ay seek to li n a hearing associated with the N ds

re y approval. Ho ever, the N es not believe that t etitioner's p sao

a sufficient or instit emaking under either-o ese regulatory approach or

ac ieng issue. on.

In Part 52, the Commission indicated that issue resolution would be justifiable for a

period of 10 to 20 years-the term of an ESP (54 FR at 35378, second column). However, as

part of this discussion the Commission indicated:

The Commission is confident that there will be information

adequate to support site approvals lasting up to 20 years. After

all, the Commission licenses plants and their sites for operation

for periods of up to twice twenty years. Where adequate

information is not available, early site permits-wiSl not be issued

Id. (emphasis added). Thus, the Commission expressed its expectation that information

submitted for an ESP would be evaluated to determine if it is "adequate" to support findings

over the duration of an ESP. By contrast, petitioner's proposal would rely upon siting

determinations that were intended to support a contemporaneous licensing action. Therefore,

the NRC gave no consideration to whether its determinations with respect to the adequacy of

the information and compliance with applicable regulations would remain viable to support other

siting determinations for as long as the site had a licensed facility. 1eoVQr, th1 elittnr1 9
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proposal appears or issuance of S wiut NRC co nonw hr

previous rm ined siting i tion is adequate to suppor g findings or uraion

_gte EP.

The NRC took a erfent approach for achieving issue resol i license renewal.

Each nuclear po r ant had already been subject to co ive safety ev ns as

part of th uance of the construction permit and operating license s subject to

cotinuing oversight and consequent chan to the licensing to keep it up-to-date.

Accordingly, the Statements of C ration for both t riginal Part 54 rulemaking

(56 FR 64943, December 1 991) and the revi rule (60 FR 22461, May 8, 1995) inc

extensive discussion the bases for lim gthe scope of the license renewaincluding

the principles technical findin th respect to the regulatory prosss for ensuring that

the licn Ig bases of nucl ower plants are maintained, hat a NRC re-review of safety

mapers is not necess at the time of license renew Furthermore, the 1991 rulema was

supported by a cprehensive review of NR egulatory practices and act or the

purpose o monstrating that the 'c licensing basis" of ope plants evolves over

time sh that an acceptable l of safety will continuet provided during any renewal

erm. See NUREG-1 412 undation for the A y of the Licensing Bases." 1

rulemaking was als upported by a sepa study evaluating unresolv eric safety issues

and unresolv afety issues. See REG/CR-5382, "Screen Generic Safety Issue

Ucen enewal Considera in" In the 1995 rulemakin e NRC expanded it ings with

respect to the regulat ry process to take into ac t t he recently-ado Maintenance Rule,

10 CFR 50.65,) further limit the scope o NRC's revie enewal application. See

60 FR at 22469-73. Thus, the Part rulemaking invol a comprehensive, sub

matter-specific consideration-a finding with resct to the adequacy of t egulatory process

-15-



for maintainginlhe ade7quac 6 the curretlicMensing bases ofrplants for purposes of license

ren7ew pey cona titiesESP proposal did not identify discret ing matters

(,"l.,iground onamit de and frequency)owhichreview cd be foreclosed by rule,

together wih a statement of bases showing why it would be technically acceptable torely upon

suc tihding

The NRC also believes that the petitioner's proposal would essentially extend the Backfit

Rule to situations for which the policies underlying the Backfit Rule are not applicable. The

Backfit Rule was intended to address a licensee's expectation of regulatory stability. That is, a

licensee expects that the terms and conditions of the licensee's authority under a license will

not be changed after the NRC has issued the license, except as permitted in the Backfit Rule.

The Backfit Rule established regulatory criteria to be used by the NRC in evaluating proposed

new and changed regulatory requirements and changes in NRC interpretations and findings

with respect to compliance with those requirements.

An ESP applicant, albeit one that already possesses a construction permit or operating

license at the site for which an ESP is being sought, vnd. tie-e'is ~ ~ -- has

no regulatory expectation that the NRC's determination of whether the application complies with

applicable regulatory standards would be constrained by the "current licensing basis" for the

earlier-issued construction permit or operating license at the site. Th&-E Wpt's

i - An ESP application,

submitted years after the issuance of the construction permit or license for an existing facility on

the site, cannot reasonably be viewed as implicating the "regulatory stability" concept underlying

the current Backfit Rule. The NRC further notes that the petitioner's proposal would also permit

-16-
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an ESP applicant that does not have a construction permit or license at the site to reference the

acurrent licensing basis" of another licensee's facility located at the proposed ESP site. Again,

under current regulatory practice the ESP applicant does not have any reasonable expectation

of regulatory stability with respect to its new application, inasmuch as the NRC has not taken

any licensing action for the ESP applicant with respect to a facility located at that site. ;he-

lth y stabiiy exsting te facility. oweve, ef an apra

ar

~~propatco~4 uIuIlly For considering such sustantial cpanzion of backfit concepts.

Regulatory Efficiency and Effectiveness, and Reducing Unnecessary Regulatory Burden

Even if the NRC were to adopt the petitioner's proposal, the NRC does not believe there

would be a significant increase in regulatory efficiency and effectiveness, or a significant

reduction in unnecessary regulatory burden r d e nin gc The

petitioner claims the proposed regulations will enhance the efficiency of the regulatory process

by eliminating duplicate reviews of matters resolved in previous proceedings. However,

§52.16(b) and (c) apparently concede that backfitting protection and 'issue resolution' are not

appropriate in circumstances where-after issuance of a construction permit or license for a

facility at a specific site either significant new information relevant to siting becomes known or

new regulatory requirements relevant to the siting decision are adopted by the NRC. Thus,

paragraphs (b) and (c) would require that the application be supplemented to address

significant new informationa eW-W s include information onwe new regulationsbweuk1m
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wttn r t Paragraphs (b) and (c) would also require that the application

address cumulative impacts of the proposed new facility contemplated by the ESP, and the

impacts of the new facility on the existing facility (and vice versa). Section 52.16 (d) and (f)

would require the NRC to make the necessary findings with respect to the new information and

compliance with the new regulations. The NRC does not believe that the petitioner's proposal

would result in any real savings in resources expended by the ESP applicant in preparing the

application or by the NRC in reviewing and acting on the application. Nor does the NRC believe

that there would be any significant reduction in the time needed for the applicant to prepare the

application or for the NRC to review and act on the application.

First, the detailed analysis necessary to establish that there is no significant new

information for each relevant ESP subject matter and that the application meets current

requirements is likely to consume at least as many resources as would be consumed if the

proposed amendments were not adopted. As discussed above, the NRC considered two

areas-geotechnical information and meteorology-to assess the applicability of the data and

findings made in connection with the original licensing. In both areas, the NRC does not

believe that there would be any significant increase in regulatory efficiency and effectiveness, or

a reduction in unnecessary regulatory burden.

As discussed earlier with respect to "current licensing basis" and geotechnical

information, the applicant must demonstrate andx4 .. t smFZ *. l[ 1that the data collected

some years earlier is still relevant, given the current knowledge of regional seismic activity,

current data collection and analytical methods, and the acceptance criteria of the previous

licensing action. e o _ t

teo huppl o e NRC would need to evaluate the geotechnical and seismic information

-18-
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against the current knowledge of regional seismic activity, the current data collection and

analytical methods, and the current acceptance criteria to make its safety determination against

the revised Part 100. Even in the most favorable case, the NRC believes that there would be

no real gain in NRC regulatory efficiency or reduction in the applicant's burden. The application

and review effort would only increase if the ESP was for an alternate location on the site,

inasmuch as the applicant would have to demonstrate that specific characteristics of the local

subsurface material for the existing facility apply to a facility located at a different location on

the site. Thus, NRC does not believe that substantial regulatory efficiency and effectiveness, or

reductions in unnecessary regulatory burdens will result if proposed §52.16 is adopted.

As discussed earlier s pect to "cu Ma--sngbsis' and tar~l

applicant must dritrate and th s find that the al n ngs

rer ive of curren ological conditi ent must d rate that local

changes have n ged the pre r io the Me teorology. The

applica ust also demo that t eteorolog a previously collec s sufficient to

Chractediz fie e chaX tc un t e specific des he envelope of

aetv may be 1 nder H Even i favoable case, theR erees

tha tenore RC e notgn ry efficiencyorectini thZ applicant's

b T e ap I d eort would on wff th ~altem~t

locat te s eRC dos detats u

reductions in, ecessary regulat urdens will result if proposed §5 dopted.3

3The NRC also believ;at current data being collected by sees under their

operational program r ments will be insufficient, in and elf, to support NRC siting

determinations rent onsite meteorological moniton rograms are intended to e rre that

licensees vide representative and reliable da~pfr emergency planning and onse

pur s. The set of parameters neededt -eet operational objectives narrowly

-retricted to those necessary to f c ourse of an accident(ie. d direction and speed
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In short, the petitioner's proposal would merely change the focus of the application

preparation and NRC review to whether (1) the applicant considered and adequately

characterized all new and significant information, (2) the referenced information meets current

requirements, and (3) the accuracy and completeness of any new information to support the

claim that existing information is adequate to meet the new requirements.

Second, regardless of whether the petitioner's rule is adopted, the NRC has to evaluate:

(1) the cumulative radiological and environmental impacts of the proposed new facility (the

information required by paragraphs (b)(2) and (c)(2)); (2) the potential safety impacts of the

existing facility on the proposed facility (information required by paragraph (b)(3)); and (3) the

potential safety impacts of the proposed new facility on the existing facility (information required

by paragraph (b)(4)). Even if there is no new information 6i4new regulatory requirements

(which, as discussed above, the NRC does not believe is a reasonable expectation), the

applicant has to address these issues in its application and the NRC has to evaluate these

issues and come to a conclusion in acting on the ESP application. The NRC concludes that

paragraphs (b)(2)-(4), and (c)(2) simply make explicit what already must be done under existing

regulations, and therefore these paragraphs would not increase regulatory efficiency and

effectiveness or reduce unnecessary regulatory burden.

Third, the NRC does not believe that there would be any significant reduction in the

matters that may be addressed in a hearing associated with the issuance of an ESP under the

proposal. The petitioner proposes to limit the scope of the mandatory hearing by adopting, by

and an indicator of atmospheric stability; see Regulatory Guide 1.97). These parameters are a
small subset of the meteorological parameters (delineated in Regulatory Guide 1.23) which are
needed to evaluate design basis accidents for a particular design/site combination and for
environmental impact evaluation.
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In summary, the NRC does not believe that it is technically possible to apply programs

such as physical protection, emergency preparedness, and QA from another facility to a

proposed COL without substantial evaluation and consideration of the acceptability of the

information with respect to the specific characteristics and location of the proposed facility. Tb1&_

i. not to. a' that othNC ma nt t hA whi s t sb ope.,anRC reviewof-

COL applica iof(and, cons ently, limit cope of a hear n the COL ap *n)

bed upon por regulat rminations an ersight activities, dicussed ea

with respeto petition SP proposal RC has author promulgate s

7g tion a ssed by th ommissi adopti oth Part 52 an a

for sons discussed rlier these ru em n gs may be distin shed from titio

proposal.

The NRC also believes that the petitioner's proposal would essentially extend the Backfit

Rule to situations for which the policies underlying the Backfit Rule are not applicable. A COL

applicant simply can have no reasonable regulatory expectation that the NRC's determination of

whether the application complies with applicable regulatory standards would be constrained by

the "current licensing basis" for a previously licensed facility at that site. This is even more true

for a COL applicant referencing a previously licensed facility at a different site.

The COL appi srulatory expec e s extend, at most, to ing associ

with the fa lifor which the NR sly granted a cn permit oH An

appcation for aCL ed years afttance of the st in permi ense

for an exisg facility on the same si, annot reasonably bewed as im Hng the

reg aory stability concept-underlying the current aci Rule. Th even mor9y ith
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respect toaa oiication for a CO -efrencin dconstruction,peri't or Ii se issuedyers

ear!P- or an existing facili t a dfferenite.

Regulatory Efficiency and Effectiveness, and Reducing Unnecessary Regulatory Burden

Even if the NRC were to adopt the petitioner's proposal, the NRC does not believe there

would be a significant increase in regulatory efficiency and effectiveness, or a significant

reduction in unnecessary regulatory burden. Turning first to §52.80(a), which would -extend the

provisions of proposed §52.16 to the COL application, the NRC believes that the proposal will

not result in a significant increase in regulatory efficiency, or a significant reduction in

unnecessary regulatory burden, for the reasons stated earlier with respect to §52.16. In

addition, proposed §52.80(a) would allow the COL applicant to incorporate siting information

from another site owned by the COL applicant. Assuming that the petitioner's proposal

implicitly requires the COL applicant to demonstrate how the information on the referenced site

is applicable to the proposed site, the NRC's review would be even more complex.

With respect to the petitioner's proposal in §52.80(b) to allow COL applicants to

incorporate programmatic information by reference, the NRC agrees that the proposal would

significantly reduce the COL applicant's regulatory burden. However, the NRC believes that the

reduction would be inappropriate. Unlike proposed §52.16(b)(1) and (2), proposed §52.80(b)

would not require the COL applicant to demonstrate that the programmatic information from the

referenced site and facility is relevant and technically applicable to the proposed COL site and

facility. Further, unlike §52.1 6(b)(3) and (4), §52.80(b) would not require the COL applicant to

address the safety impacts of the proposed facility and the existing facility on each other.
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COMMISSIONER MERRIFIELD'S COMMENTS ON SECY-02-0199

I approve the staff's decision to deny the Petition for Rulemaking, but I disapprove the proposed
Federal Register as currently drafted. For the reasons given by Commissioner Dicus and the
following comments, I recommend substantial revisions to the Federal Register notice. The
Petition for Rulemaking to permit applicants to use information from prior licensing actions
raises sensible questions about how to fairly and efficiently take advantage of information and
programs previously approved by the NRC and already subject to a public hearing.

I agree with the petitioner that there must be discipline in the review process for new plant
licensing applications. The Federal Register notice should be rewritten to make this clear. The
Federal Register notice should explain the difference between licensing plants in a mature
industry environment, rather than an emerging industry as was the case for the majority of the
existing plant licenses, and that relying on already proven programs, to the extent that they are
applicable, minimizes the risks of imposing modifications that are based on unproven
assumptions. To ensure that future license applicants and the public understand the staffs
review process of programs and siting information, in a separate document (pg., Standard
Review Plan), the staff should explain its review process, including specific criteria that the staff
will use to make its determination as to whether new siting information or a program
modification is necessary. The staff should submit this document to the Commission for
approval.

I also agree with the petitioner that the scope of the adjudicatory hearing should be narrowed to
preclude litigation of issues that have previously been resolved. The Commission has a long
adjudicatory history of precluding re-litigation of issues from one proceeding to the next, taking
into consideration fairness to the participants and efficient case management. However, the
circumstances for precluding re-litigation of issues are clearly prescribed in judicial and
Commission cases and significantly differ from the current criteria proposed in the petition.'
The agency's discretion to limit litigation of issues in any adjudication is circumscribed by the
Atomic Energy Act, Section 189(a) hearing requirements.2 In addition to issue preclusion
doctrines, through rulemaking the Commission has in effect precluded certain issues from
litigation, but in contrast to the proposal here, those issues were resolved on their merits. See,
ea. certain license renewal issues addressed in 10 C.F.R. Part 51, Appendix B to Subpart A.
Consequently, I agree with the staff to deny the petition with respect to the criteria to be used to
determine whether an issue should be precluded from re-litigation.

For these reasons, and those espoused by Commissioner Dicus, the Federal Register notice
needs substantial revision.

1 There are issue preclusion doctrin , which the Courts have developed and which
have been applied in NRC proceedings. Cleveland Electric Illumination Co, et al. ( Perry
Nuclear Power Plnat, Unit 1 and Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1). For example, the
doctrine of collateral estoppel permits exclusion of issues actually litigated, the disposition of
which were necessary to the outcome of the first action. Id. at 284.

2 Although the Commission has broad discretion to establish the scope of a licensing
proceeding, "its discretion to limit public participation in resolving the matters it deems relevant
is more circumscribed as a result of section 189(a)'s hearing requirements." UCS v. NRC, 435
F.2d at 1437, 1446 (D.C. Cir. 1984). "The agency must generally provide an opportunity for
submission of evidence as to any and all issues of material fact." Nuclear Information
Resource Service v. NRC, 969 F.2d 1169,1444 (D.C. Cir. 1992).


